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Recent Developments in the Regulation of 
Bitcoin Under State and Federal Securities 

Laws

SCOTT H. KIMPEL

As the author explains, regulators in the U.S. are increasingly not shy about 
applying old-fashioned regulations to the modern innovation known as 

“Bitcoin.”

The advent of Bitcoin and other virtual currency in recent years is the 
latest example of a new technology emerging with the potential to 
disrupt traditional ways of doing business. as with other technologi-

cal innovations that initially outpace regulation, the regulatory environment 
around the treatment of Bitcoin has been rapidly evolving. and like other 
regulators who have begun to interpret existing regulations in the context of 
virtual currency, the Securities and exchange commission (“Sec”) and state 
securities regulators have begun to apply traditional securities regulations to 
Bitcoin.

What is bitCoiN?

 Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer, network-based virtual currency introduced as 
open source software in 2009 by an unknown person or persons using the 
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pseudonym Satoshi nakamoto. By using third-party services, users of Bitcoin 
are able to buy, sell or accept bitcoins from anywhere in the world. These us-
ers can purchase goods or services using Bitcoin, they can buy and sell Bitcoin 
like a commodity, and they can convert Bitcoin into traditional currencies 
like the u.S. dollar.

hoW doEs bitCoiN Work?

 unlike traditional fiat currencies issued by central banks, Bitcoin has no 
central monetary authority. instead, users rely on peer-to-peer networking of 
their computers to support the Bitcoin ecosystem.
 acquiring bitcoins is accomplished through a process known as “min-
ing,” which is meant to mimic the process of mining for physical commodi-
ties. But instead of pick axes and shovels, Bitcoin miners must use supercom-
puters to solve complicated mathematical problems. Solving these problems, 
known as “blocks,” leads to a “block reward” for the user in the form of new 
bitcoins. The size of the block reward diminishes over time, halving every 
four years, and is currently set at 25 bitcoins. Theoretically, no new bitcoins 
will be issued after the year 2140 and approximately 21 million bitcoins will 
be in existence at that time.
 users store their bitcoins in a “digital wallet,” and each transaction in the 
virtual currency is logged in a so- called “block chain,” a kind of universal 
ledger. in theory, all transactions in Bitcoin — past and present — are per-
manently inventoried in the block chain, and various forms of cryptography 
minimize the risk of theft or double counting. The block chain identifies us-
ers by Bitcoin addresses rather than name, affording users a high degree of 
anonymity. users of Bitcoin who do not mine their own currency may also 
buy and sell it on one of the many Bitcoin exchanges that have emerged in 
recent years.
 Various merchants and service providers — particularly those that oper-
ate online — have begun accepting payment in Bitcoin. in late March 2014, 
one bitcoin was worth approximately $570. The value of bitcoins has fluctu-
ated significantly (and sometimes unpredictably) since 2009. at one point 
in late 2013, the virtual currency traded for over $1,100 per bitcoin before 
dropping precipitously.
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What is thE rEgUlatory ENviroNMENt for bitCoiN iN thE 
UNitEd statEs?

 Most u.S. laws and regulations were not drafted with virtual currency 
in mind. accordingly, many u.S. regulators have begun analyzing existing 
statutes and rules to determine whether they are sufficiently broad to capture 
commercial activity in Bitcoin and other virtual currency. To that end, the 
FBi published a white paper in april 2012 identifying many of the criminal 
risks and investigative challenges inherent in Bitcoin.1 The Financial crimes 
enforcement network published guidance in March 2013 clarifying the ap-
plicability of the Bank Secrecy act and related regulations concerning money 
service businesses to persons exchanging and accepting virtual currencies.2 

additionally, media reports indicate that the commodity Futures Trading 
commission is currently studying whether Bitcoin and other virtual cur-
rency should be deemed a commodity under the commodity exchange act 
or otherwise be subject to cFTc jurisdiction. Furthermore, on March 25, 
2014, the internal revenue Service published guidance describing the federal 
income tax treatment of virtual currency, finding that virtual currency will be 
deemed property (and not currency) for federal tax purposes.3 other agencies 
continue to analyze the regulatory environment for Bitcoin.

hoW do thE sEC aNd statE sECUritiEs rEgUlators viEW 
bitCoiN?

 Bitcoin is clearly not one of the enumerated financial instruments within 
the statutory definition of “security” under Section 2(a)(1) of the Securi-
ties act of 1933 or parallel provisions of the other federal securities statutes. 
likewise, Bitcoin is not mentioned in any version of the uniform Securities 
act, upon which many state securities laws are based. although the Supreme 
court has ruled that an Fdic-ensured certificate of deposit is not a security,4 
its rationale would clearly not apply in the case of Bitcoin or other virtual 
currency. instead, the Sec would likely examine whether an investment in 
Bitcoin would be deemed an “investment contract” (and thus be a security) 
under the Supreme court’s classic Howey test.5 under Howey, an instrument 
is deemed a security if it entails: 
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• an investment of money 

• due to an expectation of profits arising from 

• a common enterprise 

• which depends solely on the efforts of a promoter or third party.

 indeed, in responding to an inquiry from the Senate committee on 
Homeland Security and Government affairs, Sec chair Mary Jo white 
made the following observations in august 2013:

 whether a virtual currency is a security under the federal securities laws, 
and therefore subject to our regulation, is dependent on the particular 
facts and circumstances at issue. regardless of whether an underlying vir-
tual currency is itself a security, interests issued by entities owning virtual 
currencies or providing returns based on assets such as virtual currencies 
likely would be securities and therefore subject to our regulation.

 in this letter, chair white also noted that the Sec’s division of enforce-
ment has been in communication with representatives of several state and 
federal agencies, including the department of Justice, department of Trea-
sury, new York attorney General and new York State department of Finan-
cial Services, concerning potentially fraudulent activity.
 Several asset managers have begun offering investment products that are 
linked to underlying portfolios of Bitcoin. The winklevoss brothers also filed 
a registration statement with the Sec in July 2013 seeking to make a public 
offering of an exchange-traded fund that will invest exclusively in Bitcoin. 
That registration statement remains in registration while the Sec staff con-
tinues its review. amendments made to the winklevoss registration statement 
since its original filing have significantly expanded the discussion around how 
Bitcoin works and the risks attendant in Bitcoin investments.
 The Sec brought its first Bitcoin-related enforcement action in July 2013 
when it sued Trendon T. Shavers and his Bitcoin Savings and Trust (“BST”), 
formerly known as “First pirate Savings and Trust.” Shavers allegedly ran a 
ponzi scheme by selling bitcoin-denominated investments online that prom-
ised annual returns in excess of 300 percent.6 according to the Sec’s com-
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plaint, Shavers promised investors a return based on a proprietary strategy for 
trading in Bitcoin. in reality, the Sec asserts that Shavers lost money on his 
Bitcoin trading, and instead used new investor payments to pay returns to 
prior investors. Shavers is also alleged to have diverted investment proceeds to 
the payment of his own personal expenses and for casino gambling.
 as part of his defense, Shavers argued that his BST investments were not 
securities and thus the Sec (and the courts) lacked subject matter jurisdic-
tion.7 in reply, the Sec argued that the BST investments were both invest-
ment contracts and notes and, thus, were securities. after conducting a thor-
ough analysis of the investments under the Howey test, a federal magistrate 
judge concluded that the investments were in fact securities.8

 contemporaneously with the commencement of the case against Shav-
ers, the Sec’s office of investor education and advocacy released an investor 
alert warning about the risks of Bitcoin and other virtual currency invest-
ments.9 oiea cautioned that:

 we are concerned that the rising use of virtual currencies in the global 
marketplace may entice fraudsters to lure investors into ponzi and other 
schemes in which these currencies are used to facilitate fraudulent, or 
simply fabricated, investments or transactions. The fraud may also in-
volve an unregistered offering or trading platform. These schemes often 
promise high returns for getting in on the ground floor of a growing 
internet phenomenon.

 Fraudsters may also be attracted to using virtual currencies to perpetrate 
their frauds because transactions in virtual currencies supposedly have greater 
privacy benefits and less regulatory oversight than transactions in conven-
tional currencies. any investment in securities in the united States remains 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Sec regardless of whether the investment is 
made in u.S. dollars or a virtual currency.
 Media reports indicate that the Sec is monitoring other Bitcoin plat-
forms for compliance with the federal securities laws as well. during a speech 
in January 2014, andrew ceresney, director of the Sec’s division of en-
forcement, said the agency is “very focused” on whether bitcoin-denominated 
stock exchanges are complying with Sec regulations, or instead if they are 
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“unregistered exchanges or broker dealers operating in violation of the se-
curities laws.” Shortly thereafter, on February 19, 2014, the Sec suspended 
trading in the stock of imogo Mobile Technologies corp., which purportedly 
operated a new mobile Bitcoin platform, due to questions about the accuracy 
and adequacy of publicly disseminated information concerning its business, 
revenue and assets.10 Moreover, the operator of Bitcoin exchange Mpex has 
released the text of an Sec investigative demand into his dealings with on-
line gambling site Satoshidice dated as of March 3, 2014, and in doing so 
revealed that the Sec’s division of enforcement has begun a formal inves-
tigation into the matter. in the meantime, the collapse of Tokyo-based Mt. 
Gox, previously one of the largest Bitcoin exchanges, continues to play out in 
courts around the world.11

 State securities regulators have also taken a keen interest in Bitcoin in-
vestments. on March 10, 2014, the Texas State Securities Board issued an 
emergency cease and desist order against Kirk Johnson and his company, Bal-
anced energy llc,12 in what appears to be the first blue sky enforcement 
action involving Bitcoin. according to the Securities Board’s order, Johnson 
offered investments in working interests in various oil and gas prospects lo-
cated in runnels county, Texas. in lieu of cash, Johnson also accepted pay-
ment through Bitcoin with the intention of converting Bitcoin to traditional 
currency to pay for business operations. in alleging violations of the registra-
tion and antifraud provisions of the Texas Securities act, the Securities Board 
highlighted Johnson’s alleged failure to disclose the “nature of the risks associ-
ated with the use of Bitcoin to purchase working interests, including the risks 
inherent to the use of Bitcoin and the risk that fluctuation in the price of the 
digital currency may affect business operations.” The Texas State Securities 
Board and the alabama Securities commission have each also issued investor 
alerts warning about the risks of investing in Bitcoin enterprises. additionally, 
the new York State department of Financial Services commenced a broad 
investigative inquiry into virtual currency in august 2013.

takEaWays

 regulators in the u.S. have begun to focus on Bitcoin, with the Sec 
and its counterparts at the state level among them. investing in Bitcoin is not 
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inherently illegal, nor is offering a platform for its exchange, and many legiti-
mate businesses transact Bitcoin commerce. But despite the hopeful claims 
of some Bitcoin promoters who believe Bitcoin has ushered in a brave new 
world of commerce outside the bounds of traditional commercial regulation, 
regulators in the u.S. are increasingly not shy about applying old- fashioned 
regulations to this modern innovation. users of Bitcoin should in particular 
be attuned to the speculative nature of Bitcoin and the potential implications 
of the federal securities laws on their operations. Traditional securities-law 
concepts such as registration (or exemption) of an offering, as well as the use 
of full and fair disclosure in offering materials, will continue to apply to in-
vestment opportunities involving Bitcoin.
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